WE MAKE LEMONADE!
Chemo care packages filled with wonderful goodies!

When life gives you lemons...
We make lemonade! When a loved one is diagnosed with cancer, it is difficult to know what to do for them. We know that chemotherapy can be draining; treating them to one of these bags will lift their spirits. Lemons of Love creates beautiful handmade tote bags filled with unique items that bring comfort to those getting treatments. Share some lemonade today.

What’s Inside?
Each bag is hand stitched by volunteers. We fill them up with Lemon Love! One might find Lemon Drops (to get rid of the awful chemo taste), Organic Ginger tea (for upset stomachs), Lemon Lotion (for dry chemo skin), a Lemons of Love “fighter” bracelet, Chocolate covered blueberries (because cancer hates blueberries) and so many other fun goodies including superhero socks (because going through chemo makes you a superhero) and a happy picture drawn by a child (sure to bring a smile).

Sharing the love.
Many people sit through chemotherapy alone. Not only do we send bags on request; we also cheer up lucky strangers when we hand deliver to hospital oncology centers.
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